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Our Mission:

To design and deliver ongoing support for a network of Business and Clinical Information Management Systems which enhance the academic and research vision while implementing significant improvements in the quality, safety, and profitability of the UM clinical enterprise.

Our Vision:

To improve the processes and outcomes of the clinical enterprise by the widespread adoption of the latest information technology within a digital organization.
Welcome to UM CaneCare and UM RIS/PACS!

CaneCare is UM’s web-based, clinical application designed by clinicians as the Electronic Health Record for the Miller School of Medicine. It offers enhanced search, document management features and customized display settings designed to speed the adoption of electronic health records across our organizations.

UM RIS/PACS (a.k.a. GE ImageCast) is UM’s radiology information system (RIS) and picture archiving and communications system (PACS). This system replaces paper requisitions, x-ray film with digital imaging technology. All radiology work is recorded in the RIS and the resulting images are stored in the PACS. The RIS and the PACS are fully integrated with a shared database so that demographic information and study data is in sync between the two systems.
Instructions for obtaining training and access to UM CaneCare and UM RIS/PACS

1. **Launch** Internet Explorer.
2. In the address bar, type [http://CET.MED.MIAMI.EDU](http://CET.MED.MIAMI.EDU)
3. Immediately the UMCET Web Page Launches.
4. In the center of the screen, **Click** “Popular Links” and then **Click** “Training”.

5. On the right hand side of the screen, under “Training Links”, Click “Online Training (CBL)”. 
6. Click “CaneCare for Residents and Fellows” to launch the online training for the CaneCare Application. Click “RIS/PACS for Non-Radiology Residents and Fellows” to launch the training for the RIS/PACS application.

7. Carefully follow the instructions provided in the online sessions.

The forms needed to request access for these systems may be obtained from this site.

8. Click on Forms
9. Click on **CaneCare**, print and fax the form for Cane Care access.

10. Click on **RIS/PACS** and follow the instructions to complete and submit the electronic access form for RIS/PAC.

If you have any questions, please call the UMCET Help Desk at 305-243-7339.